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PORTIONS OF A COPTIC DISCOURSE BY SHENUTE (VIENNA INCIPIT LIST NO. 44)

The parchment folio P. Vindob. K. 9634 conserved at the Papyrussammlung of the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek has exceptional importance for the study of the Shenutean corpus because its two pages bear the latter part (about 62%) of a list of numbered incipits for works by the archimandrite. Apparently the list pertained to discourses/homilies gathered in a series of eight volumes. In the extant part of the list, known today as the Vienna Incipit List, are preserved the opening words of 56 discourses, numbered consecutively from 36 to 91. One of these works, which stands as number 44 in the list, is the focus of this article. From the evidence it emerges that its incipit comes from the fifth of the eight tomes and that it was most likely the fifth homily in this volume. The purpose of the present study is primarily to set forth a diplomatic edition and transla-

2 The list is discussed at length by Stephen L. EMMEL, Shenoute’s Literary Corpus, Ph. D. dissertation, Yale University, New Haven 1993, pp. 308–22.
3 EMMEL, Corpus (cit. n. 2), 910.
tion of the texts of eight parchment leaves, unpublished hitherto, that yield a substantial percentage of this discourse.4

The folios under consideration derive from two of four known copies of Shenute’s fifth volume of homilies. A third copy, to which the siglum GF has been attached,5 has yielded about half of the discourse in two fragments, each with twelve consecutive pages (viz. 227–238 and 241–252), which are separated by a lacuna of only two pages.6 The later fragment of the two bears the conclusion of the homily. The content in two of our eight leaves is parallel to passages that have survived in the earlier of the two fragments from codex GF. The other six folios give us new material from the earlier part of the work not extant in GF, so that altogether we likely have between 70 and 85 per cent of the discourse, which in full would have occupied not less than forty pages and possibly as many as fifty pages in codex GF.

From codex GL, a tenth-century (?) copy of the fifth volume of Shenu-
tean discourses,7 come six of the folios edited herein, viz. pages 177–186 and 189–190. The other two leaves edited below are pages 327–328 and 341–342 from an earlier copy, codex XJ, perhaps a product of the eighth century.8 Four of the fragments from codex GL were originally the two inner bifolia of one and the same quire and thus supply connected text. The next leaf of that quire, presently conserved fragmentarily in two pieces, continues the homily with several breaks, but one of the folios from codex XJ fills in some gaps and extends the text beyond where GL leaves off. A synopsis of all fragments of the discourse in question will show the relative position of each.

4 My translation covers all of the extant text from the beginning of our first folio to the end of the eighth, including other material previously published. I have not had the opportunity to collate the additional pages of text, which are in the Biblioteca Nazionale at Naples.
5 The codex is described by Emmel, Corpus (cit. n. 2), 350–54.
6 Edited by É. Amelineau, Œuvres de Schenoudi: Texte copte et traduction française, Vol. 1. Paris 1907, pp. 244.8–262.11. Treated earlier with excerpts only as part of no. 189 in G. Zoega, Catalogus Codicium Copticorum Manu Scriptorum Qui in Museo Borgiano Velitris Adser-
7 See Emmel, Corpus (cit. n. 2), 342–50.
8 Emmel, Corpus (cit. n. 2), 354–61.
**A Synopsis of the Fragments**

**Incipit** P. Vindob. K 9634 recto, line 17, wherein only the words ἘΝΟΚ πΙΣΩΕΙC "You, O Lord" are certain (see the discussion below).

**Lacuna**

Its length is unknown. The seam at which the fourth and fifth works in Discourses Volume 5 meet probably lay in a gap in our documentation extending from page 178 in codex CZ, a fourth copy of Vol. 5, to GL 177 (see the further discussion below), this gap being equal to about fourteen pages in codex GL.

GL 177/178 British Library MS Or. 3581A, folio 74 (anterior half of a bifolium, the other half being Or. 3581A, folio 75).

GL 179/180 P. Vindob. K 9315 (anterior half of a bifolium, the other half being P. Vindob. K 9320), conserved at the Papyrussammlung, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek.

GL 181/182 P. Vindob. K 9320 (posterior half of a bifolium, the other half being P. Vindob. K 9315).

GL 183/184 British Library MS Or. 3581A, folio 75 (posterior half of a bifolium, the other half being Or. 3581A, folio 74).

GL 185/186 MS copte 1316 folios 90 and 110, two pieces of one leaf conserved separately but bound in the same volume at the Bibliothèque Nationale de France.

---

9 Adapted from an earlier synopsis by Emmel, Corpus (cit. n. 2), pp. 1148–50 (Table 112). He gave also a brief discussion of the contents on pp. 927–29.

10 Described by Emmel, Corpus (cit. n. 2), pp. 361–65.

11 A brief description of these two leaves, which are bound in a volume at the British Library in London with the call number Or. 3581A, and four excerpts appeared as no. 202 in W. E. Crum, Catalogue of the Coptic Manuscripts in the British Museum, London 1905, pp. 85–86.

12 For permission to publish this folio and its companion, K 9320, and the related leaf from codex XJ, viz. K 928, I am indebted to Prof. Hermann Harrauer, the distinguished Direktor of the Papyrussammlung, who generously facilitated my study of the folios in Vienna (May 1992 and April 1994) and also provided photographs.


14 I wish to thank Monique Cohen, Directeur, Département des manuscrits, Division orientale, for authorizing publication of the four fragments edited herein from the collection of the Bibliothèque Nationale de France. The photographs were made by the Service
XJ 327/328  *MS copte* 130² folio 25, conserved at the Bibliothèque Nationale de France. Lines 34–54 of the verso carry the text beyond that of GL 185/186. The remainder has a text parallel to that from line 51 of GL 185 to the end of GL 186.  

*Lacuna 2* Equivalent to about one page and a half in codex GL.

GF 227–238  I.B. 3, folios 68–73, conserved at the Biblioteca Nazionale, Naples.  *MS copte* 130³ folio 83 (GL 189/190), again from the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, is parallel to most of GF 227–229, and P. Vindob. K 928 (XJ 341/342) from the Papyrussamlung in Vienna is parallel to part of GF 236–238. The two folios from GL and XJ are edited below.

*Lacuna 3* GF 239/240.

GF 241–252  I.B. 3, folios 74–80, conserved at the Biblioteca Nazionale, Naples. P. Vindob. K 913 (XJ 355/356), a badly damaged leaf,¹⁵ is parallel to much of GF 249–251. Four pages in yet another codex,¹⁶ which is not a copy of the fifth volume of discourses, have a text parallel to what appears in GL 177–179. A collation of half of these pages has shown a number of variant readings (see below).

**THE GIST OF THE HOMILY**

The incipit of *Discourse* no. 44 has merely the vocative expression ἝΓΩΝ ἸΧΘΥΣ ἩΣΟΝ Ὡ ΛΟΔ Ὦ, an article phrase, whose nucleus is the definite article (masculine singular) and of whose expansion we have only the first two letters (Βλ). The word that begins with Βλ is yet unidentified. Apart from this, which we are aware of only from the Vienna Incipit List, the early section of the discourse has been lost and thus is of no help in ascertaining the main concern of the homily.

---

² Photographique at the Bibliothèque Nationale, after my research in Paris in November 1990.

¹⁵ Edited by D. W. Young, *Coptic Manuscripts From the White Monastery: Works of Shenute*, MPIER XXII, Vienna 1993, pp. 29–31 + Plate 4, with a description, translation and notes.

¹⁶ Codex YQ 79–82 (two folios), on which see Emmel, *Corpus* (cit. n. 2), 543–46. The former leaf, which I have not seen, has the call number I.B. 11, fol. 83 at the Biblioteca Nazionale in Naples. The latter fragment, which I have collated from a microfilm (see below), is conserved as *MS copte* 130⁵ fol. 82 at the Bibliothèque Nationale de France.
In the text of the homily following the initial lacuna Shenute quotes passages from scripture pertaining to forgiveness. Having thus dwelled at some length on God’s mercy in the forgiveness of sins, he goes on to stress the responsibility of Christians to shun wicked deeds and apply themselves to actions worthy of those whose guilt for past sins has been cancelled (see codex GL 177:24–45 below). It is these words which seem to capture the gist of his message in what has been preserved of the early part of the discourse, where he also asserts that all sinners who will not repent are rejected by Jesus, who had said he came to call sinners to repentance (see GL 180:61–181:8 below). The same concern by the author appears again at the very end of the discourse,\(^\text{17}\) where he iterates that God “wants us to repent and do good deeds before the Lord comes and before we go to the Lord the poorer. Then, let us be diligent now to find a place of repose, and let the bitterness of our sins come forth from us, lest the utter bitterness of grief befall us in that place (to which we shall go)”.

---

\(^\text{17}\) Codex GF 152, ed. Amélineau, Oeuvres, 1 (cit. n. 6), pp. 262.7–11.

\(^\text{18}\) The verso of MS copte 114\# fol. 90 at the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, unpublished. A convenient profile of works 4–6 in Discourses Vol. 5 by codexes and their page numbers is available in Emmel, Corpus (cit. n. 2), pp. 1147–52 (Tables 112 and 113).

\(^\text{19}\) The recto of I.B. 3, fol. 80 in the Biblioteca Nazionale in Naples, ed. Amélineau, Oeuvres, 1 (cit. n. 6), pp. 262–63.
are brief. The contiguous textual content and the brevity (i.e. not more than two pages) of each of the last two lacunae, which were presented above in the synopsis, eliminate them from further deliberation. A similar argument can be raised with respect to consideration of the first three gaps in the range, viz. from CZ 148 to GF 165 (about two pages),\(^{20}\) from CZ 158 to GF 177 (some four pages),\(^{21}\) and from GF 192 to CZ 177 (about two pages),\(^{22}\) especially the two shorter lacunae. This leaves one gap as almost certainly the location within which we should place the beginning of our homily, viz. the fairly lengthy lacuna extending from CZ 178 to GL 177, fourteen pages or so in codex GL as I have indicated in the synopsis.\(^{23}\)

What should be added may have some bearing on the homily’s opening words; namely, there are a few instances in the Vienna Incipit List which are demonstrably the beginnings of subdivisions within Shenutean works.\(^{24}\) Conceivably, incipit no. 44 marks such a subsection in the fourth work of Volume 5, but without evidence confirming this proposition it may be set aside.

THE SIX LEAVES FROM CODEX GL:
A DESCRIPTION

As noted already, the British Library folios 74 and 75 in MS Or. 3581A were formerly a bifolium, with the hair side being the verso of no. 74 and the


\(^{21}\) CZ 158 is the verso of British Library MS Or. 3581A, fol. 127, ed. SHISHA-HALEVY, “Unpublished Shenoutiana” (cit. n. 20), p. 95. GF 177 is the recto of MS copte 130\(^2\) fol. 67 at the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, unpublished. Probably C. G. 9267 at the Coptic Museum in Cairo, a leaf from codex XJ with pagination wanting (ed. H. MUNIER, Manuscripts coptes, Cairo 1916, pp. 108–10), supplies part of the text lost in the lacuna. On the basis of a reference in a typikon, EMMEL, Corpus (cit. n. 2), pp. 359, 745 (T7 frg. a), and 910, put it there.

\(^{22}\) GF 192 is the verso of MS copte 130\(^2\) fol. 74, and CZ 177 is the recto of MS copte 78, fol. 50. Conserved in the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, both are unpublished.


\(^{24}\) See EMMEL, Corpus (cit. n. 2), 314, nn. 249 and 250.
recto of no. 75. They constituted the third and sixth leaves in the twelfth quire of codex GL. They were separated in the codex by another bifolium, P. Vindob. K 9315 + K 9320, the flesh side of which lay at the center of the quire. The seventh leaf in the quire is now in two parts, inventoried separately in the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, viz. MS copte 1316 folios 90 and 110 (GL 185/186), of which true recto is the flesh side. The recto of MS copte 1303 folio 83 (GL 189/190) is also the flesh side, for this leaf was the first in the thirteenth quire. All of these folios were thus arranged in accordance with the Gregory Rule, whereby the flesh side of one page always meets the flesh of another. One may distinguish the hair side in these folios by color and areas of grain.

The British Library’s folio 74 has frayed edges, stains, a horizontal crease across the center, and a very small hole in the outer margin. The recto is slightly rubbed. There are two modern repairs on the top edge and another a bit lower in the upper margin. Folio 75 is similar, having stains, the crease across the center, and the recto slightly rubbed. It has an original hole in the lower part of the written area. A modern repair has been made on the upper edge, and another on the outer edge.

The fore-edge of K 9315 has an original absence of vellum, about 6 cm in height and 3 cm in width. An original hole, which extends into the written area from the lower margin, has an ancient sewing repair. Now the leaf has frayed edges, a crease extending from the lower corner at the fore-edge to a point on the fold 7.8 cm from the top-edge, and small holes, some of which are on a curving stained line in the upper part. The recto has a large stained area also. K 9320, the posterior half of the bifolium, has somewhat frayed edges, small holes, and stains. A diagonal crease which runs from the lower corner at the fore-edge to the fold duplicates that in the companion piece. A small, original hole in the upper half of the written area has widened to 1.3 cm. Rubbing has diminished the ink of the flesh side slightly.

As for MS copte 1303 folio 83, it preserves the pagination and bears the signature II offset to the left in the recto’s upper margin. It has stains and slightly frayed edges, as well as some attrition of ink by rubbing. There is a tear in the lower margin, a diagonal break in the mid-section of the written area, and a horizontal crease with diminution of ink that extends entirely

---

25 Folio 110 was conserved as though true verso were the recto.
across the lower part of the written area. The loss of much parchment at the fore-edge in the upper corner resulted in a minor loss of writing at the end of the first line on the recto. In addition to an ancient repair in the outer margin, there are minor modern repairs.

Stephen Emmel, who reunited folios 90 and 110 of MS copte 1316, assigned to the leaf the page numbers, both wanting by loss of parchment, on the basis of textual continuity and skin pattern.26 No. 90, the lower part of the leaf in the shape of a right triangle, is maximally 19.4 cm in length and 12.8 cm in width. Its lower margin is 2.6 cm, and the inner is 4 cm. Preserved on this piece is the text of the lower part of the inner columns. No. 110, the upper part of the leaf, measures at most about 19 cm in length by 19.4 cm. About 2.2 cm of the inner margin remains, and less than 3 cm of the top margin. This piece has small holes, stains, and creases. At the fold-edge the upper corner is missing, and the loss of parchment extends in the shape of a jagged wedge through one column of text. The outer margin and the top margin at the outer edge have also been lost. This loss has removed about half of the contiguous writing in the upper two-thirds and all of the text in the lower one-third of the outer columns.

The sizes of the better preserved folios are irregular. In maximum length the British Library’s no. 74 and no. 75 are about 32 cm, while K 9320 and MS copte 1303 folio 83 are 33 cm and K 9315 is 34 cm. The maximum widths are about 27 cm (no. 74, K 9315 and K 9320) and 26 cm (no. 75 and MS copte 1303 folio 83). The written area is about 24 by 18 cm, in two columns of 28 to 31 lines. The height of ten lines fluctuates between 7.4 and 8.5 cm. Between the left edges of the two columns is a distance of not more than 10.4 cm. The upper and inner margins are from 3.5 to 4 cm, and the lower are from 4.5 to 5.3 cm. The outer margins are 4.5 cm (no. 75), 5 cm (MS copte 1303 folio 83), 5.1 cm (no. 74), and 6.2 cm (K 9315 and K 9320).

GL 182, which is the verso of K 9320, has in the lower margin the liturgical direction ἐξίπτωσις ἡμέρας “Concerning the time of baking.”27 The number ἱπτ “11” associated with it stands in the outer margin at the commencement of the lection. The next direction appears without a num-

26 Corpus (cit. n. 2), 349, where he also restored in the opening line of this leaf the three-letter word which yields textual continuity with the preceding page.

27 Compare ἕντοχυ ἡμέρας in codex DF 114:6 (Shenute’s Canon 9), ed. J. Leipoldt, Sinuthii Archimandritae Vita et Opera Omnia, IV, CSCO 73, Paris 1913, p. 93.3.
ber in GL 183: ἔξωςίποκωτά “Concerning fire”. The next in the sequence is centered in the lower margin of GL 190, which is the verso of MS copte 130 folio 83: ἐκ ἔξωςίποτα “12. Concerning wine”. Other sequentially numbered liturgical directions occur in the extant material of this codex.28

The script of codex GL is upright, with narrow ε, ο and κ, short or tall π and ι, short γ and square three-stroke μ. The tail of the letter ω is often extended. At the end of a line elongation of λ is seen occasionally; λ and σ are extended but seldom. The text is in dark brown ink. Raised points serve for logical punctuation and are not uncommon beyond this function. Apostrophes are rare, and tremas are seldom seen. Superlineation — either strokes or points — does not appear often. Paragraphs are set off by letters in brown ink, either enlarged or slightly enlarged and standing in the margin, of which there is a total of 65 attested in our six folios.

THE TWO FOLIOS FROM CODEX XJ: A DESCRIPTION

The leaves under consideration formed originally a bifolium, the outer sheet of codex XJ’s fifteenth quire. The hair side is distinguishable by color and small patches of grain. The anterior half is bound as the twenty-fifth folio in the second volume of MS copte 130 at the Bibliothèque Nationale de France. It bears the pagination ἘΚΖ/ἘΚΗ, and on the recto (= flesh side) it has traces of the signature Ἑ. The posterior half of the bifolium, Π. Vindob. Κ 928, has the pagination ἘΜΑ/ἘΜΒ and on the verso (= flesh side) the partially destroyed signature ΚΒ.29 The verso also bears in the upper margin an inscription in dark gray ink: ΤΜΕΙ ἈΝΣΙ “we have enjoyed the truth”.

The jump in the quire numbering from 15 to 22 probably reflects a desire to achieve harmony with the pagination, which on both halves of the bifolium is a hundred pages higher than one should expect.30 Consideration

28 E.g. Ἀ παλας φαγος “4. The teacher Paul” in the outer margin of MS Coptic 69, folio 6 (codex GL 54), conserved in the John Rylands Library in Manchester, first brought to my attention by Stephen Emmel in a letter of 2 October 1992. Yet another case, which occurs in GL 334 accompanied by the number 19, is presented in Emmel, Corpus (cit. n. 2), p. 345.

29 The Β is cursive in both occurrences on the page. The signature should not be read Ἑ, as in Emmel, Corpus (cit. n. 2), pp. 658-60 (Table 37).

30 The error comes about easily by replacing one number in the hundreds with another,
of textual continuity with other copies indicates that the actual number of
gles preceding K 928 is about 240 rather than 340. With this reduction
the number of the quire must then be lowered to 15 from 22. This altera-
tion brings the quire number into agreement with the traces visible on the
anterior half of the bifolium.

The folio in Paris has minor holes, stains, and frayed edges with a few
short tears. Both upper corners are wanting but without affecting the
writing. A loss of parchment extending across the outer margin into the
written area began along a diagonal crease running from the upper part of
the fore-edge to the middle area of the fold-edge. Ink on the flesh side has
suffered some attrition.

K 928 is a badly damaged fragment with frayed side and bottom edges,
minor holes, and stains. It is slightly shrivelled. Loss of the upper portion
of the inner margin extends into the written area. Running into the text
from the fore-edge are three tears and from the fold-edge two. Much ink is
wanting on the flesh side.

The sizes of the folios are irregular, with a maximum length of 30.8 cm
and a maximum width of 26 cm for K 928. The other piece is smaller, and
its edges appear to have been trimmed. The written area is about 22 x 17
cm, in two columns of 27 lines each. The distance between the left edges of
the columns is about 10 cm. The height of ten lines ranges between 8 and
8.3 cm. For K 928 the upper margin is 3.6 cm, the inner is 3.5 cm, the outer
is 5.5 cm, and the lower is 5.4 cm.

The leaves are ruled on the recto, with letters resting on the lines. The
script in dark brown ink is upright, in the thick-and-thin style, with wide €,
o, and c; tall P and Q, short Y, and square three-stroke M. The letter Z is
enlarged in a top line. At the end of a line the letters Λ, Λ, and M may be
extended. In a bottom line the left tale of the letter X has been extended 13
mm below the line; elsewhere it runs into the line below. Also in a bottom
line the tale of the letter φ is elongated. Raised points in high or middle
position serve for logical punctuation. At the end of a paragraph a raised
point occurs. Connective and single-letter superlineation, two-dot tremas,
such as P "100" with C "200" or C with T "300", and then continuing the error thereafter.
See the discussion by Emmel, Corpus (cit. n. 2), pp. 358–59. For the presentation of a similar
error in codex XS, a copy of Shenute's Canon 5, see D. Young, "Shenute's Fifth Canon in
commas, the circumflex (angular in form), and apostrophes (also angular) are present. Paragraphs are set off by enlarged letters which sometimes jut into the written area from the margin. There is no accompanying decoration.

THE TEXTS OF THE EIGHT FOLIOS

The textual content of the eight folios under consideration is presented here in the order it occurred in Discourses Volume 5. Indices of Greek words and personal names, some variant readings from Codex YQ, and a translation of all of the homily’s extant text from the beginning of the first folio to the end of the eighth follow thereafter.

British Library MS Or. 3581A folio 74 recto (Plate I)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Greek Text</th>
<th>English Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>ἐβόλα ἈΝΑΝΟΜΙΑ</td>
<td>Bản từ chối</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ἩΠΕΚΛΑΟΣ ἩΚ</td>
<td>Ἰδέα ἰδέας</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΓΩΒΟΣ ἘΒΟΛ ἙΧΝ</td>
<td>Λέξη Λέξης</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΝΕΥΡΟΒΕ ΘΡΟΥ</td>
<td>Εικόνα Εικόνας</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>ΝΩΔΑΧΕ · ΜΜΝΤ</td>
<td>Μετάδοση Μετάδοσης</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΜΝΤΕ ΜΠΝΑ</td>
<td>Μετάδοση Μετάδοσης</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΜΠΝΟΥΤΕ · ΕΤΒΕ</td>
<td>Μετάδοση Μετάδοσης</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΠΚΩ ἘΒΟΛ ὙΝΕΝ</td>
<td>Μετάδοση Μετάδοσης</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΝΟΒΕ · Ὑ ΠΩΝ</td>
<td>Μετάδοση Μετάδοσης</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>ΤΕΝΟΥ ΠΕ ΚΑΣΩΝ</td>
<td>Μετάδοση Μετάδοσης</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*British Library MS Or. 3581A folio 74 verso (Plate II)*
PORTIONS OF COPTIC DISCOURSE BY SHENUTE

NTME EXNOYOM
MO ETEPNAI PE ET
PEOYPICTOS TIME
25 EXNOYAPICTOS
AYW ODIAKAIOS E
XNOYEPNOVE
AYW OYEDW ENA
NOYCH EXH2NENH

PEIMA - U
NTAIWOC NA4 2W
QT NTE12E XE
2ENW2 MEN
NE NOLAXE N
T4OEC ETOUXW
M404Y 2MM4 NIM
AYW 2NNE4EK

P. Vinob. K 9315 recto (Plate III)

1 KAHCAIA TROU -
ALAA TCOONY AYW
TNATAMOK 2iTN
OYANIMMA XE
5 ETOBOY AMFLAXE
MTNOYTE BWK
EXOYN ERQ MTO
0Y U4 OTAL N
K2 EXWOC PE AYW
10 E4MOK2 ETRPOMO
0Y BWK EXPAI E
X444 ELONY R2NA4
ETCOC AYW EXO
2PAI NHT4 NOY
15 OPON4 ENANONYCH
XENNEKAA4
EXOYOC4 EBOA OY
DE NKA2 THROU
ETKOTE EPO4
20 OY PETERNAAL4 -
AKOFR AYW A4
60XE MPE4TEP
20YO N2HT4 A4
WOTE E4MOTN

PE1ZOB NAK E
TEKMOCTE MM4CH
EKOYOLAE 2MPT2OT
N2HT MTMTON
MNP4YOLY4 N
30 TMNTPMAO NE
RENEXBO40 Y E NNE
40 MMOK A4Y4ICTK
EBOLA 2MTEKTOPOC
E2ENKETOPOC N
45 ANALOCO DE ON
NIC 2L06 NAK 2N
50 NTPEKOSMPE EK
MOTT ECW4TM
NE4AYEXOPIZE GAP
M404 PE U
50 NTPEEYE DE XE4N
TALXENAI 2N2EN
KESMOT U EIKOTE
P. Vindob. K 9315 verso (Plate IV)

25 ἔτεσιω Διήθης ὈΝΝΕΟΥ ΔΗΜΟΥ ΜΝΗΜΕΟΥ ΤΩΝ ΥΠΟΥΡΓΩΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ ἘΠΙΤΗΔΕΙΟΝ ΕΠΙΤΗΔΕΙΟΝ ΤΕΝΟΥΝ ΜΝΗΜΕΟΥΝ ΗΜΜΟΥΝ ΥΠΟΥΡΓΩΝ ΗΜΜΟΥΝ ΥΠΟΥΡΓΩΝ ΗΜΜΟΥΝ ΥΠΟΥΡΓΩΝ

1 ΠΝΟΥΤΕ ΜΝΗΜΕΟΥ ΧΑΡΙΚΣΑ ΑΥΘ ΕΙ ΟΥΑΩ ΕΤΕΡΝΜΕ ΤΑΝΟΕΙ ΤΗΡΝ ΕΝΝΕΝΝΟΒΕ ΑΥΩ ΟΝ ΞΕΚΑΣ ΕΝ ΝΑΕΙΜ[E] ΞΕΠΡΩΜΕ ΕΤΕΒΒΙΝΗ ΝΟΥΟ ΕΙΩ ΝΙΜ έΜΟΤΝ ΝΩΩΠ ΕΡΟΥ ΝΤΕ ΕΤΣΙΕΙΒΙΒΕ ΑYSTEMΕ ΕΤΤΗΤ ΕΤΜΟΤΝ ΕΤΕΟΥ ΏΤΕ ΜΟΝΟΙ ΜΠΡΩΜΕ ΝΧΑΟΙ ΓΝΙ τ ΕΝΤΟΟΓΤΕ ΝΤΕ ΕΝΤΟΟΓΤΕ ΜΝΗΜΕΟΥ ΤΗΡΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ

5 ΑΥΩΝΗ ΑΥΘ ΕΙ ΟΥΑΩ ΕΤΕΡΝΜΕ ΤΑΝΟΕΙ ΤΗΡΝ ΕΝΝΕΝΝΟΒΕ ΑΥΩ ΟΝ ΞΕΚΑΣ ΕΝ ΝΑΕΙΜ[E] ΞΕΠΡΩΜΕ ΕΤΕΒΒΙΝΗ ΝΟΥΟ ΕΙΩ ΝΙΜ έΜΟΤΝ ΝΩΩΠ ΕΡΟΥ ΝΤΕ ΕΤΣΙΕΙΒΙΒΕ ΑYSTEMΕ ΕΤΤΗΤ ΕΤΜΟΤΝ ΕΤΕΟΥ ΏΤΕ ΜΟΝΟΙ ΜΠΡΩΜΕ ΝΧΑΟΙ ΓΝΙ τ ΕΝΤΟΟΓΤΕ ΝΤΕ ΕΝΤΟΟΓΤΕ ΜΝΗΜΕΟΥ ΤΗΡΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ

10 ΑΥΩΝΗ ΑΥΘ ΕΙ ΟΥΑΩ ΕΤΕΡΝΜΕ ΤΑΝΟΕΙ ΤΗΡΝ ΕΝΝΕΝΝΟΒΕ ΑΥΩ ΟΝ ΞΕΚΑΣ ΕΝ ΝΑΕΙΜ[E] ΞΕΠΡΩΜΕ ΕΤΕΒΒΙΝΗ ΝΟΥΟ ΕΙΩ ΝΙΜ ΏΜΟΥ ΝΟΩΠ ΕΡΟΥ ΝΤΕ ΕΤΣΙΕΙΒΙΒΕ ΑYSTEMΕ ΕΤΤΗΤ ΕΤΜΟΤΝ ΕΤΕΟΥ ΏΤΕ ΜΟΝΟΙ ΜΠΡΩΜΕ ΝΧΑΟΙ ΓΝΙ τ ΕΝΤΟΟΓΤΕ ΝΤΕ ΕΝΤΟΟΓΤΕ ΜΝΗΜΕΟΥ ΤΗΡΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ

15 ΑΥΩΝΗ ΑΥΘ ΕΙ ΟΥΑΩ ΕΤΕΡΝΜΕ ΤΑΝΟΕΙ ΤΗΡΝ ΕΝΝΕΝΝΟΒΕ ΑΥΩ ΟΝ ΞΕΚΑΣ ΕΝ ΝΑΕΙΜ[E] ΞΕΠΡΩΜΕ ΕΤΕΒΒΙΝΗ ΝΟΥΟ ΕΙΩ ΝΙΜ ΏΜΟΥ ΝΟΩΠ ΕΡΟΥ ΝΤΕ ΕΤΣΙΕΙΒΙΒΕ ΑYSTEMΕ ΕΤΤΗΤ ΕΤΜΟΤΝ ΕΤΕΟΥ ΏΤΕ ΜΟΝΟΙ ΜΠΡΩΜΕ ΝΧΑΟΙ ΓΝΙ τ ΕΝΤΟΟΓΤΕ ΝΤΕ ΕΝΤΟΟΓΤΕ ΜΝΗΜΕΟΥ ΤΗΡΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ

20 ΑΥΩΝΗ ΑΥΘ ΕΙ ΟΥΑΩ ΕΤΕΡΝΜΕ ΤΑΝΟΕΙ ΤΗΡΝ ΕΝΝΕΝΝΟΒΕ ΑΥΩ ΟΝ ΞΕΚΑΣ ΕΝ ΝΑΕΙΜ[E] ΞΕΠΡΩΜΕ ΕΤΕΒΒΙΝΗ ΝΟΥΟ ΕΙΩ ΝΙΜ ΏΜΟΥ ΝΟΩΠ ΕΡΟΥ ΝΤΕ ΕΤΣΙΕΙΒΙΒΕ ΑYSTEMΕ ΕΤΤΗΤ ΕΤΜΟΤΝ ΕΤΕΟΥ ΏΤΕ ΜΟΝΟΙ ΜΠΡΩΜΕ ΝΧΑΟΙ ΓΝΙ τ ΕΝΤΟΟΓΤΕ ΝΤΕ ΕΝΤΟΟΓΤΕ ΜΝΗΜΕΟΥ ΤΗΡΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ

25 ΑΥΩΝΗ ΑΥΘ ΕΙ ΟΥΑΩ ΕΤΕΡΝΜΕ ΤΑΝΟΕΙ ΤΗΡΝ ΕΝΝΕΝΝΟΒΕ ΑΥΩ ΟΝ ΞΕΚΑΣ ΕΝ ΝΑΕΙΜ[E] ΞΕΠΡΩΜΕ ΕΤΕΒΒΙΝΗ ΝΟΥΟ ΕΙΩ ΝΙΜ ΏΜΟΥ ΝΟΩΠ ΕΡΟΥ ΝΤΕ ΕΤΣΙΕΙΒΙΒΕ ΑYSTEMΕ ΕΤΤΗΤ ΕΤΜΟΤΝ ΕΤΕΟΥ ΏΤΕ ΜΟΝΟΙ ΜΠΡΩΜΕ ΝΧΑΟΙ ΓΝΙ τ ΕΝΤΟΟΓΤΕ ΝΤΕ ΕΝΤΟΟΓΤΕ ΜΝΗΜΕΟΥ ΤΗΡΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ ΘΕΡΑΠΟΥΝ

20 ΓΡΝΣΕΝΒΟΤΑΝΗ ΩΟΝΠ ΕΝΑΝΟΥΟΥ ΟΥΟΥΜΟΥ ΝΝΑΡΝ ΝΡΝΕΙΜΟΥ ΝΟΥΟΥ ΔΕ ΝΝΑΡΝΝΗΚΕ ΖΕΝΝΟΥΟΥ ΔΕ ΕΥΟΓΟΥ ΕΜΑΥΤΕ ΕΟΥΟΥΜΟΥ ΥΕΝΑΝΓΡΙΟΝ ΝΕ ΑΥΘ ΕΝΑΝΟΥΟΥ ΒΝΕΙΣΕ ΟΝ ΝΕ ΝΡΕΙ ΡΝΟΒΕ ΕΤΜΕΤΑ ΝΟΕΙ ΏΝΕΝΑΝΟΥΟΥ ΕΜΑΤΕ ΝΝΑΡΝ ΜΜΝΝΑΗΤ ΏΜ ΡΝΟΥΤΕ ΏΜ ΑΥΘ ΕΥ
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ΝΣΩΟΥ · Χ (repair) ΟΣΕ ΕΡΟ
ΟΥ · Υ ΑΓΩΥ (repair) ΩΟΥΥ
30 ΕΡΩΑΙ ΕΧ (repair) ΩΟΥΥ · 60 ΕΤΒΗΗΝΤΝ Υ ΙΓ ·
ΑΓΩ ΣΕΤΣΤΗΥ ΕΒΟΛ

P. Vindob. K 9320 recto (Plate V)

1 ΝΝΑΡΨΑΥ ΝΣΙΟΥ
ΟΝ ΝΙΜ · ΕΤΕΝΕΟ
ΝΑΜΕΤΑΝΟΕΙ ΑΝ
ΝΤΕΜΠΙΨΑ ΓΑΡ ΑΝ
ΜΠΕΝΑΨΟΧΟΟ
ΖΕΝΤΑΙΒΕ · ΕΤΕΣΜ
ΝΕΨΕΡΝΟΒΕ ΕΥΜΕ
ΤΑΝΟΙΑ · Υ
ΠΟΜΕ · ΜΠΕΡΑΜΕΥΣ
ΟΤΕ · ΜΕΝ · ΕΚΗΝ
ΕΡΩΑΙ ΣΜΠΕΡΜΑ
ΜΜΝΑΛΑΛΥ ΝΚΕΕ
ΟΗ ΝΑΛΑ ΛΑΑΛΥ ΝΚΑ · ΜΜΟΥ · Υ ΕΨΩΑΝΡ
30 ΕΡΟΥ ΔΕ ΕΡΟΥ ΥΑΨ
ΡΖΕΝΑΨΗ · ΝΕΙΔΟΣ
ΜΜΙΝΕ ΜΙΝΕ ·
ΠΜΑΖΕ ΔΕ ΟΝ · ΜΗ
ΟΥΓΩΒ · ΑΝ ΤΕ · Η
50 ΥΑΨΧΡΥΣΙΜΕΥΕ
ΝΑΛΑΛΥ ΜΠΑΤΟΥΥ
ΤΙΤΕΨΡΟΟΥΥ · Υ
ΕΨΩΑΝΡΣΩΒ ΔΕ
ΕΡΟΥ ΥΑΨΖΕΝΑ
55 ΥΗ · ΝΧΡΙΑ · ΝΑ
ΝΑΓΚΡΙΟΝ · ΕΣΕΝ
ΩΠΗΡΕ ΝΕ ΕΝΑΥ
ΕΡΟΥ · Υ

ΝΑΨ · Υ ΥΖΕΣΕΝΟΤ
ΒΕΨ ΝΑΨ ΜΜΙΝΕ
ΝΕΨΨΑΡΨΩΒ Ε
ΡΟΨ ΝΨΗΤΟΥ ΥΑΝ
35 ΤΕΨΨΩΑΥ · ΟΥ ΜΟ
ΝΟΝ ΕΤΕΡΨΟΡΕΙ
ΜΜΟΥ ΖΝΗΗΝ
ΝΡΨΨΟΥ ΜΝΨΨΜΕ
ΝΙΜ (hole) 2ΝΨΑΖ Ν
40 ΣΜΟΤ · Υ ΑΛΑ ΝΚΕΕ
ΝΟΟ ΟΝ · ΝΧΟΗ ΕΤΣΜ
ΠΜΟΟΥ ΥΑΨΣΚΟΚΟΥΥ
ΓΙΤΜΠΤΗΥ ΕΤΝΙ
46 ΝΚΨΨ · Υ
45 ΕΤΙ ΔΕ ΟΝ ΡΕΙΒΡΑ
ΕΤΤΜΑΥ ΕΤΟΥΤΑ
ΜΙΟ ΜΠΙΝΕΒ ΕΒΟΛ
ΝΨΗΤΨ · ΜΗ ΟΥΝΟΟ
ΑΝ ΤΕ ΠΕΣΠΙΟΕ
Η ΥΑΨΨΨΩΑΥ · ΕΤΕΡΨ
ΡΟΜΕ ΟΥΟΜΨ · Η ΕΤ
ΡΕΥΤΑΖΨΟΥ ΜΜΟΨ
Η ΕΚΨΑΝΚΑΛΕ ΕΡΩΑΙ
ΝΟΥΧΡΟΝΟΣ ΕΝΑ
ΨΟΨ · ΜΗ ΟΥΝΑΛ
ΑΥ ΝΑΕΙ ΕΒΟΛ ΜΜΟΨ
ΜΠΑΤΟΥΨΡΩΒ ΕΡΟΨ ·
†ΣΘΚ 2ΨΨΨΨ ΝΓ
ἈΛΛΑ  ἩΣΗΚ ΝΤΟΚ  
30 ΧΕΟΥ ΠΕΨΑΥΑΑΧ  

P. Vindob. K 9320 verso (Plate VI)
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British Library MS Or. 3581A folio 75 recto (Plate VII)

1 ἀω ἸΜΙΝΕ ΝΕ Ὁ
τὸ ἑτὸπγ Caucus ἐφοῦ ἀνὴρ ἡτῶγ
ὑ ἔτι ὅν πκωτ ᾧ Ἕ

5 ὑπάντημεν
ποοῦῳ ὂμέχερὸ
ὔδε ὡμέχρογον
ὔδε ὡμέχτημε
ὔδε ὡν ᾡ ἡμῖν

10 ἕνοείκ ἑβαλ ὑ
ἢ ἡ ἕνατ ἕν
Πιθὰτ ἐν ὅν ἕμαι
Ὁἐν ἐν κυνούμε
πρωβ ἔφογ

15 ὑπανχοος ἐν ἕξ
Mspακ ὑπανχοος ἕμ
το τὸ ἔφογ
οὐ ἔν ᾑ ἐῳ ἔφογ
ἤτηπης ἑμοὺγ

20 ἔφογ ἔπικῳ
ὦ ὅ ἐτῆπαι ὅ
Mspακ πδίκαι
Ὁἐν ἐποὶ ᾑ ἐν ἔτη
τῶν ὑ ὡ ἐν ἔτη

25 ἀλλὰ ἐτῆπης ὃ ὑ (ὅλο)
Msp ὲντῆπ ὡν
Ῥαμος ὡν ἐν ὡν
Ῥαμος ἐπίτηπ

30 ἐκνοῦ ὅ ὡγ ἕων
πε πέντεν ὅ
Μπείχοος ἐν ἕξ
νπρηπ ἔν ᾑ ὅ

35 ὄο ἱαρ ὑπο ἐνε ἐν
ἐκνοπ ἕῳ ὅ

40 Πικωτ ἔν ὑπο ἐν
ἀν εἰ ἑβαλ
ἔγκαι ὑπονόος
νπρον ὅ ὁ ὑβαλ
Μποῦν ὑ ἕβαλ
νὗτῳ ἔπε

45 Κίμ ἔφογ ὅ

50 Ντεὶς ὅν ἐν ἐνοῦο
τὶμτνοῦτε ὅ
Μποῦτε ἐπάν
τὸ ὁ ἐν ἐπάν
τὸ ὁ ἐν ἐπάν

55 ἔω ἐν ἐν ᾑ ὅ
θοτ ἐπὶ ἐπιεὶκ ᾑ ὅ
τρωβ ἐπων ὅ
ὄγ ὁ ἐν ᾑ ὅ

The remains of the column, which is wanting may be restored from MS Or. 3581A fol. 75 recto.
British Library MS Or. 3581 A folio 75 verso (Plate VIII)

ΡΙΠΔ
1 ΝΑΕ ἐβολ 2ΙΤΗ
ΠΛΟΓΟΣ· Ὡ
Εὐξεἰευχαντὶ
pοβ ένετογαζε
2 ΝΑΥ ΝΤΕΝΠΕΩΜΑ
MΕΥΣΜΙΝΕ· ΟΥΔΕ
MΕΥΡΑΝΑΥ· ΨΑ
3 ΕΙΕΘΒΟΣ· ΝΑΨ
ΝΤΟΥ ΝΣΕ ΠΣΩΜΑ
Η ΠΡΩΜΕ ΣΗΡΗ
4 ΝΑΜΙΝΕ· Η ΨΗΛΑ
ΡΑΝΑΤ ΜΠΕΝΤΑΣ
ΤΑΙΟΥ· ΕΧΝΡΣΩΒ
ΕΡΟΥ· Ὡ ΑΓΩ ΕΓΗ
5 ΧΕΑΧΝΗΣΕ ΝΑΠ
ΚΑΣ ΡΟΛΗ ΝΑΚ ΑΝ·
ΝΑΨ ΝΣΕ ΝΤΟΚ
ΕΚΝΑΡΨΑΞ ΝΙΣ
ΕΡΕΠΨΑΞΕ ΕΤΩ ΜΗ
ΜΟΣ ΧΕΑΧΝΗΣΕ
ΟΥΑΤΟΟΜ ΠΕ ΕΡΑ
ΝΑΨ Ὡ
ΟΥΝΣΕΝΜΙΝΕ ΝΗ
ΨΗΛΗ ΨΟΩΝ ΕΥ
25 ΚΑΣΟΛΨΝ· ΕΝΑΝΟΥ
ΝΕΥΚΑΡΠΟΣ ΑΝ·
Η ΕΥΟ· ΝΑΤΚΑΡΠΟΣ
ΤΑΙΤΕ ΘΕ ΖΩΟΥ Ν
ΝΕΤΠΕΘΕ ΝΝΕΤ
30 ΡΝΟΒΕ ΒΝΕΝΕΨΑ
35 ΧΕ· Ὡ ΟΥΝΣΕΝΚΕ
ΜΙΝΕ ΖΩΟΥ· ἜΡΕ
ΨΗΛΗ ΨΟΩΝ· ΕΡΕ
ΝΕΥΚΑΡΠΟΣ· ΤΕ
ΘΥ· ΑΝ· ἉΒΟΛ ΕΠ
ΣΗΡΗ· ΟΥΔΕ ΟΝ
ΕΝΨΡΓΟΥΟ ΨΗΠΡ
ΕΣΟΥΝ ΑΝ· Ὡ
ΤΑΙΤΕ ΘΕ ΝΕΝΕΙΟΤΕ
40 ΝΕΕΨΛΑΤ· ΑΝ ΝΠ
ΝΕΥΝΕΤΝΑΝΟΥΨ
ΕΥΨΩΒΨ· ΔΕ ΜΜΟ
ΟΥ ΕΝΕΨΨΗΡΕ 2Ν
ΝΕΥΝΟΒΕ ΜΝΕΝΨΥ
45 ΧΗΡ· 2ΜΜΝΤ
ΨΑΤΕ ΝΙΜ ΝΟΕ
ΤΣΒΨΝΑΓ ΑΝ·
ΛΑΨ ΟΝ· ΟΥΝΣΕΝ
ΜΙΝΕ ΝΟΨΗΝ
50 ΕΥΞΛΑΨΕ ΕΥΜΕΣ
ΝΟΨΨΡΕ· ΕΝΑΝΟΥ
ΝΕΥΚΑΡΠΟΣ ΑΝ·
ΤΑΙΤΕ ΘΕ ΝΝΡΟ
ΜΕ ΝΨΕΨΚΑΤΑ
55 ΑΑΛΕΙΨΨΡΤΩ2
(hole) ΝΨΕΨΜΙΨΕ
(hole) ΝΝΑΨΤΨΜΜΕ
ΕΥΤΑΚΟ ΜΠΨΗΤ
ΝΕΝΜΗΨΕ
### MS copte 131\(^{\circ}\) folios 90 + 110 recto (Plate IX)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Coptic Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[λγω] ἐρεπεγκέ&lt;br&gt;[πετ] ναογυ·...&lt;br&gt;[...] ἰμοιότ 2α&lt;br&gt;[...] []υ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ΜΝΤΒΝΝΕ ΑΥ[Ω]&lt;br&gt;ΝΕΤΕΙΝΕΙΜΕΟΥ&lt;br&gt;ΜΝΝΚΟΟΥΕ ΤΗ&lt;br&gt;ΡΟΥ·ΕΤΧΑΧΩ&lt;br&gt;ΧΩΡΙΣΟΥΡΕ·ΕΝΑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>ΝΟΥΠΕΓΚΑΡΠΟΣ&lt;br&gt;ΕΜΑΤΕ·[υ]&lt;br&gt;ΤΑΙΤΕ ΘΕ ΝΠΕΤ&lt;br&gt;ΧΗΠΙΟ·ΕΝΠΕΤΕΤΕΤΙ&lt;br&gt;ΜΑ·ΑΥΘΕΤΩ&lt;br&gt;ΩΤ ΕΒΟΑ ΜΠΧΑ&lt;br&gt;ΧΕ ΝΤΜΕ·Ε[ΜΝ]&lt;br&gt;ΤΕΡΩΜΕ ΛΑ·ΛΗΝ&lt;br&gt;WAHE ΕΗΟΥΡΟΥ&lt;br&gt;ΑΥΘ ΟΥΝΣΕΝΜΗΝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>ΟΝ·ΝΟΗΝ ΩΟ&lt;br&gt;ΟΠ·ΕΜΡΙΟΥΡΕ&lt;br&gt;ΡΗΤ·ΕΒΟΑ 2ΙΚΟΥ&lt;br&gt;ΕΡΕΠΕΓΚΑΡΠΟΣ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

31 Cf. ζενπεγκάρια ιμπνούτε in codex BZ 268 (Shenute's Canon 4), known from the Cambridge University Library MS Or. 1699 A, folio 5, verso 20–23, ed. Young, Coptic Manuscripts (cit. n. 15), p. 86.

32 The remainder of the column, which is wanting, may be restored from MS copte 130\(^{\circ}\) folio 25, recto 1–12.
Restorations to lines 1–7, 10–20, 30–32, and 33–38 were made on the basis of the readings in MS copte 1302 folio 25 (edited below), recto 13–22, 26–40, 51–54, and verso 1–7, respectively.

The remainder of the column, which is wanting, may be restored from MS copte 1302 folio 25, recto 40–50.
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25  ἼΝΗΣΟΕ  Ἔ ἌΥω
   IIΣΝΟΒΤ  ΙΣΝΚΟ
   ΟΥΕ  ΔΕ  ΕΜΕΥΕΨ
      ΟΜΒΟΜ  ΕΡΟΟΥ  ὡ
      ΤΑΪ  ΤΕ  ΘΕ  ΜΠΕΠΝΑ

ΤΑΪ ΤΕ ΘΕ ΜΠΕΠΝΑ

MS copte 130² folio 25 recto (Plate XI)

1  ΑΥω  ΕΥΤΩΚΕ
   ΕΜΑΤΕ  ὡ  .  ὡ  ΤΑΪ
   ΤΕ  ΘΕ  ΝΝΕΤ
   ΤΩΚΕ  ΖΙΜΠΕΥ

5  ΛΑΣ  ΝΡΕΧΚΑ
   ΤΗΓΟΠΗ  .  ΧΕ
   ΜΝΤΑΥ  ΜΜΑΥ
   ΝΘΟΤΕ  ΜΠΕ
   ΧΕ  ὡ  .  ὡ

10  ΟΥΝΖΕΝΚΕ
    ΤΑΤ  ΔΕ  2ΩΟΨ
    ΕΥΤΩΚΕ  ὡ
    ΑΥω  ΕΝΑΨΕ
    ΝΕΥΨΗΚΕ  ὡ

15  ΝΑΝΟΨΟΥ  Ε
    ΟΥΜΟΨΟΥ  ὡ
    ΤΑΪ  ΤΕ  ΘΕ  ΕΝ
    2ΕΝΣΙΟΤΕ
    ΕΥΙΣΒΩ  ΑΥω

20  ΕΥΠΑΙΔΕΥΕ
    ΝΝΕΨΨΗΡΕ
    ΖΙΟΤΕ  ΖΙΠΧΟ
    ΕΙC  ὡ  .  ὡ  ΑΥω  2Μ
    ΠΠΜΕΕΥΕ

25  ΝΝΚΟΛΑΣΙΩ

35  ΤΚΖ
    ΕΨΩΗΨ  ΕΨΑΨΕ
    ΠΙΑΨ  ΝΑΓΡΙΟΝ
    ΟΝ  ΕΤΜΜΑΥ
    ΒΟΛΑΒ  ὡ  .  ὡ  ΑΥω
    ΝΠΨΟΨΩΨ  ΕΨ[Ε]
    ΝΕΨΨΗΨ  2ΨΑ[Ι] Ν
    2ΗΤΟΥ  ὡ  .  ὡ  ΑΥω
    ΝΨΜΙΣΕ  ΟΝ  Ν
    2ΗΤΟΥ  ΝΨΨΨ
    ΕΒΟΛ  ΖΙΜΠΕΥ
    ΚΑΝΣΟΥΝ  ὡ

ΟΥΝΖΕΝΚΕΨΕΨΕ
    2ΩΨΨ  ΜΜΑΨ
    ΕΜΕΨΗΣΙΟΝ
    ΕΤΑΜΙΕΜΑ
    ΝΑΨ  Ν2ΗΤΟΥ  .
    ΤΑΪ  ΤΕ  ΘΕ  ΕΤΕ
    ΡΕΨΚΑΤΑΝΑΣΨ
    ΕΙΨΕ  ΝΝΨΗΨ
    ΝΝΨΟΨ  ΝΨΨ
    ΜΕ  ὡ  ΑΥω  ΝΣΑΨ
    ΝΟΥΤΕ  ΝΑΨ
    ΝΨΨΨ  ΕΨΜΟΨΥ
    ΤΕ  ΕΒΟΛ  Ν2ΗΨ
    ΤΟΥ  ὡ  .  ΑΥω  ᾃΨ

35 The text continues in MS copte 130² folio 25, verso 34–54.
ΟΥΝΕΝΜΙΝΕ

ΜΕΝ ΦΩΝΟΠ

ΧΙΤΟ ΔΙΠΟΝΗ

ΡΩΝ ΝΙΜ ΣΝ

MS copte 1302 folio 25 verso (Plate XII)

1  
ΤΕΥΓΥΧΗΝ  
ΕΟΟ ΔΕ ΑΛΟΟ 
ΝΟΒΗ ΝΝΑΣΡΝ 
ΝΗΜΩΝΟΥΤΕ  

5 
[Α]ΥΩ ΕΟΡΗΩ Ν 
[Τ]ΟΟΤΟΥ ΣΝ 
ΤΕΥΜΗΤΩ 
ΩΡΕ · ΥΩΣΟΤΑΝ 
ΕΟΩΑΝΩΝΕ 

10  
ΝΑΙ ΝΗΣΤΟΥ 
ΜΕΟΟΜΟΟΝ 
ΕΚΙΜ ΕΡΟΟΥ 

15 
ΕΖΟΥΝ ΕΠΕΥ 
ΡΕΨΑΨΕ ΤΩ 
ΠΑΙ ΕΤΨΟΟΠ 

20  
ΕΥΨΩΟΥ ΤΑ 
ΚΟ ΝΕΝΣΓΕ 
ΑΥΩ ΕΟΨΨΩΛ 

25  
ΔΟΚ Υ · Υ ΑΥΩ ΕΕ 
ΟΥΨΩΕ ΝΕΝ 
ΗΕΙ · Υ ΜΝΕΝ 

30

35

40

45

50

αδονε ΥΩ 
ποοοομνον η

Ταί τε ΘΕ ΜΠΕ

εκόντε η

νινς ηνπόρ

ηενα ΑΥΩ ΠΝΟ

βε ΤΗΡΗ ΕΑΥ 

ταξιεμά εμά 

τε ΝΡΩΜΕ Μ 

μινς ΝΙΜ Υ 

ζένκουιε 

δε ΕΥΤΟΟΒΕ 

ερονού β 

αυω ευςου ο 

δικαιος ηνδι 

καιονυν 

νινς · ηπψεψ

ζων εζούν 

εροου ζολος 

ανάν ΔΕ ΟΝ · Ε 

νείνος ΝΖΑ 

θυ ετμμαγ 

ηςοςμ η 

χοε εματε · 

αυω ετό έν
PORTIONS OF COPTIC DISCOURSE BY SHENUTE

MS copte 1301 folio 83 recto (Plate XIII)

ΠΤΟ

1 ΕΣΡΑΙ 2{%KΔΑ  ΕΤΑ
ΩΑΙΝΝΕΒΡΗΥΕ
ΕΤΞΗΚ ΕΒΟΛ Μ
ΝΕΘΟΟΥ ΝΙΜ · 2ΙΚΑ
ΚΙΑ ΝΙΜ · 2ΙΜΕΤ
ΑΤΣΒΩ ΝΙΜ · 2ΙΩΕ
ΤΕ ΕΤΡΕΣΑΖ ΉΡΩ

ΤΑΙ ΤΕ ΘΕ ΜΠΡΟΜΕ

5 ΑΓΩ ΟΥΝΚΕΝΤΗΣ
ΟΝ ΦΟΟΤ ΕΖΗΟΟΥ
ΕΜΑΤΕ · ΕΝΑΨΕ
ΝΕΠΝΟΥΜΕ ΜΝ

20 ΝΕΒΡΗΥΕ ΕΤΞΗΚ
ΑΩΕ · ΕΟΥΝΖΟΙΝΕ
ΜΕΝ ΝΙΠΝΟΥΜ
ΝΕ · ΟΥΗΗΥ ΕΠΕ
ΣΗΤ · Υ ΖΕΝΚΝΟΟΥΕ

25 ΔΕ ΕΥΜΠΤΑ · ΝΙΤΠΕ
ΕΨΩΠΕ ΕΚΨΑΝ
ΠΟΡΚ ΝΙΝΕΤΜ
ΠΕΣΧΤ · ΦΑΡΕΝΕΤ
ΝΖΡΑΙ ΡΩΜ · ΝΗ

30 ΤΒΒΟ · ΝΟΙΠΚΑΣ

ΠΤΟ

ΕΤΕΥΡΗΤ ΝΖΗΤΥ
ΕΨΩΠΕ ΔΕ ΕΨΨΑΝ
ΟΒΨΟΥ · ΕΝΨΡΤ
ΝΝΟΥΝΕ · ΜΜΕΝΕ
ΕΒΡΗΥΕ ΕΤΜΕΤΟΥ
ΕΣΡΑΙ · ΦΑΡΕΝΕΤΝ
ΤΤΕ ΑΨΑΙ ΕΖΟΥΕ
ΝΕΤΟΥΝΗ ΕΠΕ
ΣΗΤ · Υ ΑΨΨ ΦΑΡΕ
ΝΕΤΜΠΕΣΤΗΣ · Ν
ΝΑΙ · ΑΨΑΙ ΕΝΕΤΝ
ΤΤΕ ΜΜΟΟΥ · Υ

ΤΑΙ ΖΩΟΥΣ ΤΕ ΘΕ Ν
ΝΕΤΧΑΛΜ 2ΖΠΕΥ
ΣΗΤ · ΕΤΨΟΑΤ · Ε
ΡΟΟΥ · ΝΝΟΒΕ Μ
ΠΑΙΒΑΛΟΛΟΣ · Υ
ΕΨΩΠΕ ΜΕΝ ΕΚ
ΨΑΝΕΠΕΤΙΜΑ
ΝΝΕΤΕΝΟΥΜΕ
ΜΜΟΟΥ ΕΖΟΤΥ ΕΡΟΚ
ΜΠΕΚΚΙ ΜΜΑΥ
ΝΨΡΤ · ΝΝΕΨ
ΜΟΚΜΕΚ ΖΙΩΥΝ ·
ΝΑΨ ΝΖΕ ΝΕΝΑΜΑ
ΑΨΑΙ ΑΝ · ΝΟΙΜΠΑ
ΘΟΣ ΝΤΑΚΤΩΝ
ΕΨΗΕΙ · ΝΖΗΤΟΥ
ΕΨΩΠΕ ΜΕΝ ΕΚ
ΨΑΝΒΟΛΒΕΛ · Ν
**MS coppe 1503 folio 83 verso (Plate XIV)**

P. Vindob. K 928 recto (Plate XV)

---

1. **ΝΕΤΣΙΟΥΝ ΕΒΟΛ**
2. **ΝΗΣΤΚ • ΝΕΤΣ1**
3. **ΒΟΛ • ΝΑΡΘΕ ΝΝΕ**
4. **ΤΕΝΣΕΝΟΝΤ ΑΝ**
5. **ΝΗΣΤΒΟ ΤΗΡΚ**

**ΚΟΥΝΟΚ ΕΝΑΥ ΕΠΕ**

6. **Η ΕΚΝΑΟΥΝ 2 Ε**
7. **ΒΟΛ ΤΩΝ • ΖΕΚ**
8. **ΜΟΣΤΕ ΝΝΝΟΒΕ**
9. **ΕΤΣΒΟΛ MMOK**
10. **ΕΚΟΤΤ 2ΝΝΕΤΜ**
11. **ΝΕΚΣΟΥΝ • ΑΥΘ**
12. **ΕΚΣΝΑΛΚΕ ΜΜΟ**
13. **ΟΥ • 2ΝΘΥΔΟΝΗ**
14. **ΕΤΣΟΛΟ • ΤΑΙ ΕΤ**
15. **ΝΑΚΤΟC ΝΑΚ • Ε**
16. **2ΟΥΕΣΙΩ • Ω**

**ΚΟΥΣΕΝΝΑΤ ΕΝΕΤ**

17. **ΝΕΣΟC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
18. **ΝΕΓΡΑΨΗ ΜΜΕ**
19. **ΝΕΤΠΟΨΗ 2Μ**
20. **ΝΙΟΟΥΝ • ΜΜΑΤΕ**
21. **ΑΝ • Ω ΑΛΑ 2ΝΜ**
22. **ΜΝΤΑΤΣΟΤΜ**
23. **ΝΙΚΑΝΕΓΩΔΕ**
24. **ΦΑΝΟΥΤΑΚΟ Ω**
25. **ΑΥΘ ΦΑΝΤΕΝΠΝ**

**ΕΤΜΜΑΥ • ΕΦΑΥ**

26. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
27. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
28. **ΜΘΑΑΥ ΝΑ**
29. **ΜΘΑΑΥ ΝΑ**
30. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
31. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
32. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
33. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
34. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
35. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
36. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
37. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
38. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
39. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
40. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
41. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
42. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
43. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
44. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
45. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
46. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
47. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
48. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
49. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
50. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
51. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
52. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
53. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
54. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
55. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
56. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
57. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
58. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
59. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**
60. **ΠΩΣC ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν**

---

**P. Vindob. K 928 recto (Plate XV)**

1. **ΠΛΑΛΥ ΝΑΡΑ**

---

**TMA**
PORTIONS OF COPTIC DISCOURSE BY SHENUTE

P. Vindob. K 928 verso (Plate XVI)

\[\text{\textbf{о}}\text{он}^*\text{ен}2^*\text{ны} \cdot \text{нг}
\text{тммошют}
\text{де он нюют}
\text{нобе}^*\text{ны} \cdot \text{нг}
\text{вамоис пкш}
\text{юдас оя}
\text{пс нак пе нг}
\text{вам 2амои нен}
\text{нпвьпосто}
\text{лос нен2 нг нг}
\text{тмпапайдою}
\text{он нпюоеис нг}
\text{калпак дк он}
\text{овшвс апс}
\text{нс нак пе нг}
\text{вам 2амои нен}
\text{нпвьпойн}
\text{нб нен2 нг нг}
\text{тмвьвкк}
\text{он емуюшт}
\text{нпюоеис нг нг}
\text{ети дк нкепро}
\text{фнпс нноуькк}
\text{вам нпюстко}
\text{лос нноуькк нг нг}
\text{мнантикпкк1}

\[\text{вэнгвме нен}
\text{тк нак напе сорг иовел}
\text{ннгпунн нг}
\text{255}
\text{мн}^*\text{ен}2^*\text{ны}
\text{нгмошют}
\text{дк он нюют}
\text{нобе}^*\text{ны} \cdot \text{нг}
\text{споис пкш}
\text{юдас оя}
\text{пс нак пе нг}
\text{вам 2амои нен}
\text{нпвьпосто}
\text{лос нен2 нг нг}
\text{тмпапайдою}
\text{он нпюоеис нг}
\text{калпак дк он}
\text{овшвс апс}
\text{нс нак пе нг}
\text{вам 2амои нен}
\text{нпвьпойн}
\text{нб нен2 нг нг}
\text{тмвьвкк}
\text{он емуюшт}
\text{нпюоеис нг нг}
\text{ети дк нкепро}
\text{фнпс нноуькк}
\text{вам нпюстко}
\text{лос нноуькк нг нг}
\text{мнантикпкк1}

\[\text{1}
\text{25 пис нен2 нен}
\text{апс нак пе нг}
\text{вам 2амои нен}
\text{нпвьпосто}
\text{тепс нен2 нг}
\text{нгмошют}
\text{овшвс пшкс}
\text{ежвмпкк}
\text{ето вено нак}
\text{вам нпюстко}
\text{лос нноуькк нг нг}
\text{мнантикпкк1}

\[\text{5}
\text{тепс нен2 нг}
\text{нгмошют}
\text{овшвс пшкс}
\text{ежвмпкк}
\text{ето вено нак}
\text{вам нпюстко}
\text{лос нноуькк нг нг}
\text{мнантикпкк1}
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AN INDEX OF GREEK WORDS

άγαθόν GL 181:59; 183:54; XJ 341:28-29
άγάπη GL 186:ii.13 (= XJ 328:14)
άγριον GL 180:50; 186:i.12-13 (= XJ 327:29)
άδικα GL 190:50-51
άίγιμα GL 179:4
άλλα GL 179:3,55; 180:21,27; 181:29,40; 182:23; 183:25,40; 190:22; XJ 342:17-18,23,35-36,50-51
άναγκαίον GL 181:25-26
άνομία GL 177:20,40; 178:14-15
άντίχριστος ΑΝΤΙΧΡΙΣΤΟΣ XJ 341:54-342:1
άπιστος GL 178:25

άγαθόν GL 181:59; 183:54; XJ 341:28-29
άγάπη GL 186:ii.13 (= XJ 328:14)
άγριον GL 180:50; 186:i.12-13 (= XJ 327:29)
άδικα GL 190:50-51
άίγιμα GL 179:4
άλλα GL 179:3,55; 180:21,27; 181:29,40; 182:23; 183:25,40; 190:22; XJ 342:17-18,23,35-36,50-51
άναγκαίον GL 181:25-26
άνομία GL 177:20,40; 178:14-15
άντίχριστος ΑΝΤΙΧΡΙΣΤΟΣ XJ 341:54-342:1
άπιστος GL 178:25
PORTIONS OF COPTIC DISCOURSE BY SHENUTE

απόστολος  XJ 341:52–53; ΡΑΠΟΣΤΟΛΟΣ 341: 37–38
ἀρπάζειν  2ἈΡΠΑΖΕ  GL 179:39
ἀρχηγός  XJ 341:14
ἀσεβὴς  MΝΤΑΣΕΒΗΣ  GL 178:1
βοσάνη  GL 180:43
γάρ  GL 179:28,49,54; 181:4; 183:29,35; ΚΑΙ ΓΑΡ
XJ 341:16
gραφὴ  GL 179:37; 180:20; 190:19
dαίμον  [ΔΑΙΜΩΝ (?)  GL 185:46
dαμαζέων  GL 182:20
dέ  GL 177:34,46,58; 178:10,37; 179:39,45; 180:46,48; 181:15,18,23,45; 182:19; 183:12,15,32; 184:42; 185:5; 186:ii.4 (= XJ 328:2),26 (= XJ 328:30); 189:25,32; 190:48,53; XJ 327:11; 328:41,49; 341:11,31,41,50; 342:17
dιάβολος  GL 189:47; XJ 342:26–27
XJ 328:44
dικαιοσύνη  GL 190:47; XJ 328:44–45
dωρεά  GL 177:35–36
edwos  2ΕΘΝΟC XJ 341:12
edos  GL 181:16; 182:52; 186:ii.21–22 (= XJ 328:24–25)
edikleia  GL 178:32,58–179:1
edolkh  GL 178:35–36
edorizein  ΕΣΩΡΙΖΕ  GL 179:49
επιβουλεύων  GL 179:28–29
ἐπιτιμάν  ΕΠΕΤΙΜΑ  GL 185:18–19; 189:49
ἐτε  GL 181:45; 183:14; XJ 341:50
ζόον  ZΩΟΝ XJ 342:28
η  GL 181:19,31,50,51,53; 182:6,14,26,29,32,57; 183:11,29,42; 184:10,11; 190:
6,33; XJ 341:21; 342:6
ηδονή  2ΥΔΟΝΗ GL 190:13
ηλικία  2ΥΛΙΚΙΑ GL 190:40
θυσία  XJ 341:22
καθηγεῖσθαι  ΚΑΘΗΓΕΙ GL 178:45–46
καὶ  see γάρ above
κακία  GL 189:6–7
κακούργος  ΜΝΤΚΑΚΟΥΡΓΟΣ GL 177:51–52
καλός  GL 177:56
καρπός  GL 182:40–41,44; 184:26,34,52; 185:15,28; ΑΤΚΑΡΠΟΣ 184:27
κατά  GL 178:35; 180:40
καταλαλείν  ΡΕΚΚΑΤΑΛΑΛΕΙ GL 184:54–55
κατηγορεῖν  ΡΕΚΚΑΤΗΓΟΡΕΙ XJ 327:5–6
κεραμεῖς  GL 181:9
κόλασις  GL 186:1.9 (= XJ 327:22)
λάος  GL 177:21; XJ 341:8–9
λόγος  GL 179:45; 180:19–20; 184:2
μάλιστα  GL 180:34; ΜΛΛΙΘ[ΤΑ] 185:33
μέν  GL 178:54; 181:10; 183:37; 189:22,48,59; 190:44
μετανοεῖν  GL 178:6; 180:3–4,53–54; 181:3
μετάνοια  GL 181:7–8; 183:23–24
μή  GL 180:25; 181:8,48,55; 182:12; XJ 341:6
μόνον  see οὐ μόνον below
όμοιος  2ΟΜΟΙΟC GL 182:15–16,46; 183:12–13; 2ΟΜΟΙΟC XJ 341:33
όταν  2ΟΤΑΝ GL 182:19; 186:ii.9 (= XJ 328:8)
ότε  ΟΤΕ GL 181:10
οδικός  GL 179:17–18; 182:41; 183:7,8,9; 184:6,36
οὐ μόνον  GL 181:35–36; XJ 342:47
οὐδαία  GL 178:39–40
πάθος  GL 189:56–57
παιδειν  GL 186:1.5–6 (= XJ 327:20)
παντοκράτωρ  GL 183:48–49
παραδίδοναι  ΠΑΡΑΔΙΔΟΥ XJ 341:39
πεθεῖν  GL 184:29
πειραμάτῳ  ΠΕΙΡΑΜΑΤΟC GL 183:26–27
πιστός  GL 178:24
πλανᾶν  XJ 342:8
πνεῦμα  ΠΝΗ GL 186:ii.28 (= XJ 328:34); XJ 342:38
πονηρόν  GL 177:32,55; 186:ii.2–3 (= XJ 327:53–54);
XJ 342:43–44
PORTIONS OF COPTIC DISCOURSE BY SHENUTE

πορνεία XJ 328:34–35; 342:39
προφητεύειν XJ 342:4–5
προφήτης XJ 341:50–51
σάτανάς XJ 327:45
σκέας cκεος GL 181:12–13
σταυρός cφος GL 177:3
σώμα GL 184:5,9; [Σώμα (?)] 185:48
τόπος GL 179:41,42
φορείν GL 181:36
χάριμα GL 180:2
χειρόγραφον [χειρογραφον] GL 177:1
χρησιμεύειν Xρυσεμευε GL 181:20
χρόνος GL 181:54; 183:42
χώρα GL 178:41–42
χωρίς GL 185:14; XJ 341:4
ψυχή GL 186:ii.4 (= XJ 328:1); XJ 342:10
ωστε 2ωστε GL 185:30; 189:8–9
ωφελείν GL 182:36; [ωφε]λει 185:31–32

AN INDEX OF PERSONAL NAMES

ΙΣ Jesus GL 179:46; 180:60; 184:18; 186:ii.14 (= XJ 328:16); XJ 342:21,54
ΙΟΥΔΑΣ Judas XJ 341:34
ΚΑΪΝ Cain XJ 341:16
ΚΑΪΦΑΣ Caiaphas XJ 341:41
ΧΣ Christ XJ 327:9
VARIANTS TO GL 178–79 IN CODEX YQ 81–8236

178:36, after ἔντολα the following occurs: ἀγω γόντας ἑνεκεῖ ἔν ταμερίπτην ἱητή “and according to the love with which Christ loved us”; 178:44–46, εὐκαθήσθε ἀγω ἐγὼ ἔγιναξε ἐπεξώαξε; 178:52–53, ἦι ἐντε.; 178:56, πνοίτε instead of πνεοείς; 179:2, a paragraph begins; 179:9, πεί is omitted; 179:14, δόξα is omitted; 179:15, ὀροφ; 179:17–18, οὐτε; 179:20, Πεττή; 179:25, ΝΤΟΤ; 179:28, ηπ is omitted; 179:32, ουολε; 179:32–33, 2ΜΙΝΙΤΙΝ ΜΝΠΙΤΩΤ ἱητή; 179:41, ΕΒΟΑ is repeated after ΤΟΠΟΣ; 179:42, -ΚΕ- is omitted; 179:45, a paragraph begins; 179:50, the text ends with πεί, followed by decorative separators (two lines), then a two-line inscription ΤΟΥ ΔΤΟΥ ΕΧΝΑΠΑ??[??], then more decorative separators (two lines), and finally ΚΕΝΟΥΙΟΥ ΛΟΓΟΥ preceding the beginning of another work.

A TRANSLATION
OF PORTIONS OF THE DISCOURSE37

[ ... “Blotting out the written] (GL 177) bond that stood against us, he nailed it to the cross”. And also39: “The Lord is just to forgive our sins and purify us of all unrighteousness”. And also40: “I write to you, children, because your sins have been forgiven on account of his name”. And also41: “He sent his son as an expiation for our sins”. And also42: “You forgave the transgressions of your people and covered all their sins”.

Then, with that much said and no more43 about God’s mercy in regard to the remission of our sins, our responsibility now is to shun44 wicked

---

36 MS copte 1305 folio 82, conserved at the Bibliothèque Nationale de France.
37 The translation which follows is that of the three bifolia and the other two folios described heretofore, to which has been added a rendering of contiguous but uncollated texts from codex GF.
38 An abbreviated quotation from Col 2:14. My rendering assumes that the preceding page in codex GL ended with χωτε εβοι ανπειφο.
39 1 Job 1:9.
40 1 Job 2:12.
41 1 Job 4:10.
42 Ps 8:4:2.
43 Lit. “lest I say many words as a testimony”, where there is a predicative expansion of a
acts and all other evil things and do deeds worthy of the gift, inherent in the words of the declaration which says, "Blessed are they whose transgressions have been forgiven and whose sins have been covered; blessed is the person to whom the Lord shall not impute sin".

Furthermore, when some folk spoke to me, rejoicing over others that they had been put to the sword for their evil-doings, what I said to them was, "It would be well that you laugh had they forsaken their evil deeds. But if it was indeed for their ungodly acts they were put to death, then you ought to weep, for in regard to those who are rejoiced over in heaven that they have repented on earth, it behooves us to rejoice over them too. And as for those who are grieved for in heaven because they remain yet in their transgressions here, we ought each to weep for such; yea, a friend should weep for his friends, a brother for his brothers, and a villager for a stranger; that is, a believer should weep for an unbeliever, a righteous person for a sinner, and a good father for deceitful and disobedient children. And all God's church, we should weep for one another as we have been bidden".

direct object with a zero article phrase, on which see B. Layton, Coptic Grammar With Chrestomathy and Glossary, Sahidic Dialect, Wiesbaden 2000, p. 138.

44 Regarding the syntagm see Layton, Grammar (cit. n. 43), p. 235. It entails an action predicated by zero infinitive (CA2O—) which is spoken of as an entity. A negated example is seen in MS copte 1303 folio 3, verso (= codex BV 32), lines 23-25, an unpublished leaf from Shenute's Canon 9 conserved at the Bibliothèque Nationale de France: ΠΟΤΝ ΑΝΤΕ ΒΙΠΟ- ΟΥΝ ΖΑΝΟΤΑΕ ΝΑΥ “Worrying about what we need is not yours” (i.e. not what you should be doing). See also Acts 1:7. Other examples: H. J. Polotsky, Grundlagen des Koptischen Satzbau, Erste Halft, Georgia 1987, p. 35.

45 Cf. 2 Tim 2:19c.
46 Cf. Rom 5:15-17.
48 See Lk 15:10.
49 Cf. 2 Cor 12:21.
50 This is a good example of repetition of the verbal lexeme with the conjunctive. Here the conjunctive is preceded by AYΩ, on which see A. Shisha-Halevy, Coptic Grammatical Categories, Rome 1986, § 7.1.2.2, in particular n. 21, and for other examples of the conjunctive in "adverbal adjunctal status" with the causative infinitive as the verbal nucleus see § 7.2.5.2 (b) (a).
51 Lit. “in accordance with the commandment”, likely an allusion to ΠΑΨΕ ΜΝΗΜΕ ΠΑΨΕ. ΠΙΨΕ ΜΝΗΜΕ ΠΙΨΕ Rom 12:15 “Rejoice with those who rejoice; weep with those who weep”. Other similar Shenutean instances of ΚΑΤΑΤΕΝΟΛΗ appear in Leipoldt, Opera, IV (cit.
And also when another person, who told of himself that his wealth and his money had been considerable while he was associated with the territories beyond these parts, said, “I have listened to numerous discourses by many as they were teaching, but no discourse has ever engaged my mind like those I have heard here”, what I for my part said to him was as follows: “The discourses of the Lord which are delivered everywhere and in all his churches are indeed sources of life, but I know why God’s discourses have moved you deeply today, and through a riddle I shall tell you”.

“Imagine, if you will, a high rise of ground over which water can scarcely come up but which someone was willing to irrigate and sow with good seed to avoid leaving it and all the land around it fallow. What is he to do? He digs and removes the excess earth, and (then) it becomes easy to water it. This is what it’s like now for you too. Indeed, the teachings of the scriptures would not have pleased you before people plotted against you to do to you what you detested when you were well off with the assurance of a comfortable life and pride bestowed by wealth. But when you were seized and taken from your place to other, alien regions, humility lodged in you. Moreover, the sayings of Jesus became delightful to you when you were ready to listen”. He had indeed been banished.

Think not, then, it was with other designs that I have said these things. Indeed, it’s not for words to say that I have been seeking, but what I am telling you is that God’s acts of compassion and gracious gifts are great,

---

52 Lit. “entered my heart”.
53 Or “living entities”; cf. Job 6:68.
54 Lit. “went into you”.
55 The usual translation is “There is/was”.
56 The use of two coordinated synonymous verbs meaning “dig” is an effort aimed toward precision of expression. Dynamic reinforcement of this sort is a favorite rhetorical device of Shenute. For other examples of a shift of verb lexeme (all linked by ḫ) see SHISHA-HALEVY, “Commentary on unpublished Shenoutiana” (cit. n. 26), 39.
57 This part of the homily in K 9315 employs repetitious contrast of the antonyms ὅτι “easy” (recto 24, 48; verso 13) and μακά “difficult” (recto 10; verso 15).
58 The use of the Perfect tense repeatedly in the illustration is for vivid effect.
59 Lit. “ease”.
(GL 180) and what I wish is for us all to repent of our sins and also that we may understand it is easy for the person who is ever humble to receive instruction, just like the ground above the lowland that is leveled and easy to irrigate (receives water).

On the other hand, it is difficult for an arrogant person to receive instruction, not because he is above the message of the scriptures but because this is the loss of those who oppose it by their disobedience,—Pray tell, is there actually nothing higher than mountains and hills? On the contrary, rain is higher than they are, and it showers down on them until it runs off and they are entirely saturated, including the ground above the lowland — and because, similarly, numerous are they whose hearts are like a field situated on the sand, as it’s written, on account of their disobedience.

There are plants that are good to be eaten by people, especially poor folk, but (there are) others which are very bad to eat because they are wild and quite harmful. Of this sort too are sinners who repent, and are (then) by God’s acts of mercy very good and accepted of him who became poor for us, (namely,) Jesus. And rejected (GL 181) are all who shall not repent, for they are unworthy of him who said, “It is to call sinners to repentance that I have come”.

As long as the potter’s clay is kept in its place, there is no vessel in any part thereof, but when he works it, the clay takes on many diverse forms.

---

60 My rendering takes into consideration the possibility of haplography, i.e. contraction of ταί ποτὲ ποιεῖ to ταί ποιεῖ. Cf. later in this codex πετεπετίμα (Paris MS copte 131 folio 110 true recto 17).


62 Lit. “their badness is much”. Cf. Jer 24:2, which speaks of figs so bad they could not be eaten.

63 As for ἀτείζε ὑμεῖς πρεπηνοьте, cf. LAYTON, Grammar (cit. n. 43), p. 230, for further instances in which an expression of similarity functions as the predicate in a nominal sentence.

64 See 2 Cor 8:9.

65 Adapted from Matt 9:13b.

66 Taking οτέ as the Greek loan ὃτε was suggested to me by Steven EMMEI in a letter of 16 April 2003.
And flax too, pray tell, is it not a weak substance? So, is it of use for anything before it is attended to? Yet if it is worked, it yields many essential needs that are wonderful to behold. But you should consider what is done to it and with what sort of tools it is worked until it becomes useful, not only (as clothes) to be worn in many forms in the houses of kings and all (other) people, but the greatest ship afloat also transports them by means of the wind that billows its sails.68

And still too, (consider) that seed from which oil is produced. Pray tell, is its bitterness not great? So, has it value for people to eat it or to anoint themselves with it? And if you set it aside for a long period, pray tell, will anything at all come from it before it is worked? But you should consider and see what sort of a good and delightful product (GL 182) came from it when it was made into something. Remember indeed what was done to it and that when it was being worked, what they did was continue to press it until the oil flowed.

(Take) wheat. Pray tell, is it not the sustenance69 of humans? And do they not eat it as they wish? As with (other things), if it is not worked, it does not come to the (desired) result. But when it is brought to submission, it appears as a perfect loaf. But you should consider what is done to it, between what it is pitched until it is ground, how it is beaten until it is pulverized, and what the fire does to it.

So now, what can be of benefit fully without toil? The land when it is not worked does not yield its crop, nor too do the trees that grow thereon produce fruit at their best. Likewise too, wood, stone, iron, bronze, and all the other things that take on numerous forms of all sorts, what they lack is not produced without toil. Consider what is done to them, with what they are cut, and (GL 183) what kinds are the tools with which they are worked.

Yet too (consider) fire. If it is not tended, it neither burns, nor gives off light nor emits heat, nor too are loaves baked70 by it and meat (cooked).

67 The syntagm occurs again in Discourses Book 5; see verso 14–17 of a folio without pagination from codex XJ published as no. 9267 by MUNIER, Manuscrits (cit. η. 21), pp. 108–10.
68 Lit. “blows behind it”. Shipping is introduced because goods made of flax were exported.
69 Lit. “life”.
70 In this paragraph the verbal lexeme nice conveys a range of meanings which I have translated as “cook”, “bake” or “refine”.
And silver and gold are worked likewise too. But suppose we say, “Perhaps these don’t take a large tool; it is enough for them to be refined by fire”. What I mean is, perhaps the righteous person does not need repentance, as it is written,\(^ {71}\) but is refined by temptations as silver is refined. So, of what indeed will he repent? What actually is his sin? Now I did not say he need do nothing, for a righteous person has never become so without expending effort.

Fire is in all objects in which the Lord has created it. But if you leave them for a long period or thenceforth, nothing will come from them when you have not moved them. Quite comparable too, the divinity of God Almighty is in every person, and he that wishes manifests it in himself by good deeds, when he is goaded by fear of the Lord, which produces life, and also when he is instructed (GL 184) by the Logos.

If, when folk do not labor for what they need for the body, including their clothing, they are neither established nor pleased, how then shall the body or the whole person be established or please him who created them without expending effort to that end? And if without toil earthly things benefit you not, in light of the text,\(^ {72}\) “Without toil it is impossible to please him”, how shall you be of benefit to Jesus?

There are kinds of trees that are smooth, while their fruits are not good or the trees are barren. Thus too are they who persuade with their words those who sin. But there are other kinds of trees whose fruit is not at all rejected, yet neither is it especially acceptable. In like manner some parents do not fall short in doing good, but neglecting their children in their sins and revellings in all sorts of iniquities, they do not instruct them.

And again, there are also kinds of trees that are rough, full of thorns, their fruit no good. Comparable are slanderers, meddlers, quarrelsome folk, impudent people, destroying the hearts of many, (GL 185)\(^ {73}\) [and] their good too […] And [there are] trees […] like […] and the fig and those similar to them, and all the others that are rough and without thorns, although their fruit is very good. Thus is he that rebukes those who censure and mu-

---

\(^{71}\) The suggestion is implied in *Matt* 9:13b.

\(^{72}\) Lit. “when the text says”, quoting *Heb* 11:6a but substituting τὶς “toil” for πίστις “faith”.

\(^{73}\) EMMEL, *Corpus* (cit. n. 2), p. 349, recovered the page number on the basis of textual continuity and made the restorations in lines 1–2.
tilate the word of truth, when there is no one with anything to say against them.

And there are also kinds of trees without thorns growing on them, whose fruit is very choice and soft, so that water benefits them, especially the root[s], which (varieties) are the date [palm], the apple [tree] and the grapevine [nd] those similar to them. Thus are patient folk, gentle people, prudent ones who are taught of God when they lack all those who bid demons (?) to come forth [from a sick]ness of the body(?)

There are kinds of fish that have no scales (?) (XJ 327) and are prone to bite. Thus are they who bite with their tongue, accusers, because they have no fear of Christ. But there are other fish that bite and have many scales, yet are good to eat. Likewise are parents who teach and instruct their children in the fear of the Lord and by bringing to mind the (eternal) torments.

There are kinds of wood that are soft, into which that wild bee always burrows and networks with its nests within and always breeds therein and sounds forth from inside them. But there are other woods in which it cannot create a home for itself. Likewise, it's hearts of the weak and godless that Satan makes dens for himself, calling out from them and effecting every sort of evil in (XJ 328) their souls. But it's before the godly that he is weak and by their strength distressed. When he seeks to create a home for himself in them, he cannot sway them from their love for their redeemer, Jesus, who is with them.

There is also a termite that utterly destroys lumber and ruins it in other forms and breaks houses, walls and fences, but against other things it cannot prevail. So is the spirit of illicit sexual conduct, yea, of all sin, it having destroyed very many folk of every sort. But others, sealed by purity and exceedingly righteous by every sort of righteous deed, it cannot enter them at all.

---

74 See e.g. Eph 1:13.
75 Or "parents", if one should restore ΕΙΟΤΕ.
76 Lit. "bite very much".
77 Again there is the use of two coordinated synonymous verbs; cf. n. 56.
78 Compare the restoration in CRUM, Dictionary (cit. n. 61), p. 612a.
Now, envision too those great tempests that are very high and are [...]79 [...] (GF 227) and the blessing, they mislead our minds.

There are other weeds whose noxious seeds are very numerous, so that much ground becomes contaminated when, because of so many seeds on it, they fall to earth and become like what befalls many80 (seeds) of those that are released (?) (GL 189) onto the ground. So is the person who is filled with every sort of evil, wickedness and stupidity, so that many folk teach him to sin, along with the disobedient and every (other) evildoer that one may compare to him.

And there is also another very noxious weed that has many roots and seeds on it, with some of its roots extending far down while others are near the surface. If you pull up those (roots) which are lower, the ones that are above weaken, and the soil in which the weed is growing is pure. But if people neglect to remove the former roots and their seeds, those above increase more than those that extend down and the ones below these become as numerous as those above them.

Likewise, actually, are the defiled of heart who accept the sins instigated by the devil. If you criticize what he casts into you but have not beforehand taken away his cogitations within (you), how shall the passions by which you are accustomed to be led not increase? If you dig (GL 190) out of yourself what is within (you), what is without will be like what does not exist, and you shall become wholly pure. So, where will you show that you hate the sins outside you, while you are burdened with what is inside you and are in travail for them in the sweet pleasure which shall turn into great bitterness for you?

Do you wish to envision those who turn away from the true scriptures, they who are diverted not only from knowledge but by acts of disobedience to their precepts, with the result that they perish and sin has dominion over them? Consider those fish that turn in the water until they are caught and perish, and (then) they stink.

\[79\] Codex XJ breaks off. There is a lacuna of about two pages before the text resumes, first in codex GF and soon thereafter in codex GL.

\[80\] Tentatively I suggest emending ΠΕΤΑΖΩ ΝΣΑΣ, the text in AMÉLINEAU's edition (cit. n. 6), to ΠΕΤΑΖΩ ΝΣΑΣ.
Do you wish to envision the sweetness that is in small children? And would you consider their new condition as they change in that youthful state which boils like water with a fire under it? One (changes) to become a righteous person by every sort of righteous deed, but another (becomes) a reprobate by wicked deeds, and one (becomes) a person that is pure, another a person who is defiled. Some (become) sexual perverts and sinners in everything, (GF 230) but others (become) useful and effectors of every sort of good.

You should consider the new wine that is altogether sweet at the outset, and envision it too at the time it changes to many kinds, one which becomes a very good wine and another an exceedingly choice wine, and another a wine that is firmly rejected. Some (are wines) whose good flavor is lost, (and they) exemplify those who turn quickly from purity to impurity. But others (are wines) that are poured out and because of an excess of putrid gas even break the jars containing them, (and they) exemplify also the manner whereby God shall destroy their souls in hell and their bodies, as well.

There is a wine good not only from the outset and henceforth, but when it ages it is greatly enhanced. Of this sort too is a person who is good from his youth to his old age, and also by (GF 231) persistence in his good deeds he greatly pleases the one who empowers him all his days, Christ Jesus, who keeps him from altering as well as unchanging in his love for the Lord.

Actually, the wine of which it is said that it diffuses an exquisite aroma, being outstanding, having no taste like those of which it is said, “People rejected them”, (a wine) whose imbibers rejoice greatly, it bespeaks a person first-rate, good, receptive, wise, honest, compassionate, without hypocrisy, triflingness, deceit and unrestraint, but kind and known for righteous

---

81 Here ογωφ ENAY is an alternative to OYEΩNAY in the preceding paragraph. On the one hand, a verb of incomplete predication is completed by a preposition + bare infinitive. On the other, ΝΑΥ is treated like any common noun and suffixed to the verb. See LAYTON, Grammar (cit. n. 43), pp. 132, 149–50.
82 Lit. “for the manifestation of”.
83 Lit. “they put/left/rejected”. The meaning is uncertain.
84 Lit. “its”.
85 Lit. “people-loving”.

deeds and knowledge of God, (thus) making every one glad who loves the Lord and his Christ Jesus.

Likewise too, this very (wine) of which it is said that it is robust and excellent, having no taste in it (GF 232) like that of which it is said, “It's hard”, which does not please those who test good wine, (this wine exemplifies) a person strong, long-suffering, grateful, ascetic, living tranquilly and devoid of the deeds of those concerning whom it may be said, “Money-loving” and “Love of empty conceit”, and other things of this sort, so that it may be said of such a person, “He's the hidden Jew, and it's the circumcision of the heart”. And again, this (wine) which remains easy and sweet with no blemish, (it exemplifies) the person persisting in good works, gentle, serious, innocent, with neither arrogance nor envy, but who is perfect in all purity and altogether sweet in his deeds before God and all God’s people.

Now, as for all the other (wines) which are among neither the bad lot nor what is not all right so that those who drink them often spit them out because of their taste — but similarly (GF 233) too, remembering the toil expended on them or the price paid for them, people are unwilling to pour them out — these wines are the people who sometimes tell the truth, but similarly too, remembering the toil expended on them or the price paid for them, people are unwilling to pour them out — these wines are the people who sometimes tell the truth, but sometimes they lie too. Sometimes they obey, but sometimes they disobey. On some days they stay pure, and yet on other days what they do is defile themselves. At times what they do is focus on (averting) their sins, and yet at times what they do is revert to them. On some occasions what they do is weep that they committed them; on other occasions what they do is rejoice and laugh while they are doing them. For months or years it is good they do; during (other) years what they do is engage in every sort of ungodly act, so that there is no compassion for them in heaven.

Again still, the angels and all the saints desire to find a place of rest, and it is not their wish to be alienated from the good things which are their lot.

86 Adapted from Rom 2:29a.
87 I emend ΝΤΑΥΑΛΑ, the text in Amélineau’s edition (cit. n. 6), to ΝΤΑΥΤΑΑC. If the text as printed is indeed faithful here to the manuscript in Naples, uncollated by me, perhaps the corruption entered through attraction to ΝΤΑΥΑΛΑ in the parallel phrase that precedes its own.
88 Lit. “which they are in”.
Indeed, they remember (GF 234) the suffering of Jesus and his blood which he gave for every one.89

(Consider) also this (wine) that people mix with honey and all the other mixtures with which they make it, so that the one who shall taste it deems enviable what is theirs because it was made well — (it exemplifies) the wise and the faithful who chose celibacy that they might be pure for God and be praised in heaven that truly without pollution they have become perfect — so that this very (wine), which is sweet by virtue of the mixed elements that refresh those who drink it, exemplifies90 the good childhood that gives satisfaction to the parents who teach their children to submit to the Lord in everything.

If you strike a serpent on the head, especially if in your anger you kill it, its entire body becomes powerless and you fear it (GF 235) no longer. What I mean is, if you keep yourself from defilement, O you who advise purity, in you sin shall be powerless. It’s then neither a single instance of pollution that exists nor a single instance of purity. Now, (consider) too what this demon has is not a single head, lest you say, “It’s disobedience alone”. Indeed, just as this demon comes to have many heads before those who have Jesus, similarly too before those who have Jesus he becomes as though on him there is not one (head) at all. Indeed, the head of every person is Christ.

To be sure indeed, was it not with heads and horns on them that the kings of the nations arose from the sea, as the prophet Daniel said of them91? Yet, the semblance of that beast is the enemy of all the saints. (GF 236) Has he not been active in them, he whom Daniel saw rising from the sea with four heads and ten horns? It’s he of whom it is said,92 “The Lord shattered his heads on the ground”.

Now, it’s not these (heads) alone that are with him, but what I said was — actually my words93 are written (XJ 241 [?], in place of 341) indeed — the

89 Here there is a comparison with the toil (= suffering) exerted in the production of wine and with the price paid for purchased wine, matters of which the author has spoken above.
90 Lit. “it’s”.
91 Dan 7:2-27.
92 A blend of Dan 2:34 and 7:6.
93 Lit. “they”.
people who are heads for him, apart from those out of him. Pray tell, are not all the fathers of God's people called "Heads"? Now, the fathers of every nation too and their leaders are heads for him. Indeed, for him even Cain is a head. Did he not do something extraordinary by uttering God's name and offering him a sacrifice from his despised and rejected things? If only he had never done anything good and still not killed an innocent man. Likewise, Judas also is a head for him, and I wish he had never been an apostle and still not betrayed the Lord. Now, Caiaphas too is more importantly a head for him, and how good it would have been had he never been a priest and still not conspired to kill the Lord. Yet too, the false prophets and the false apostles and all antichrists (XJ 242 [?], in place of 342) are heads for him, and I wish they had never prophesied nor spoken a word and still not led numerous souls astray.

It's to be brief then that I shall stop at these (words), for the heads which the beast has are numerous, and his horns are many too. Howbeit, it's when those who have Jesus hate the sins instigated by the devil, not only with the tongue but with their whole heart, that all his heads and horns are destroyed before them.

There is a beast regarding which people say that he who slays it, many sins shall be forgiven him. It's not this person then (of which I speak), but in truth he that shall slay the spirit engendering within him illicit sex, injustice, lying, and all other wicked deeds which oppose each of us. Not only shall all his sins be forgiven, but he shall also receive honor and life eternal through Jesus.97
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94 I.e. what is in his own nature. In the variant reading Ν€€ΒΟλ ΜΜΟ ΛΔΟ Ν€€ΒΟΛ ΝΗΤΫ there is again the use of two coordinated synonymous terms; cf. n. 56. The same pair is seen in P. Bruce 228, cited by CRUM, Dictionary (cit. n. 61), p. 216a.
95 Lit. "lest I say many (words)."
96 I.e. by verbal assertion.
97 The discourse continues in AMÉLINEAU's edition (cit. n. 6).
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P. Vindob. K 938 recto